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Abstract
No one stays in childhood forever, but we can always keep a pure childlike heart. This is a fairy tale
belonging to an adult. It belongs to the fairy tale of an adult who has had a childlike heart. The
children cannot understand the sorrow and love of the little prince. They should not realize this too
early, they should enjoy a happy time in a sunny world.
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The story told by Le Petit Prince is both beautiful and sad: the pilot “I” was forced to
land on the deserted Sahara because of the plane’s failure. At this time, a charming and
mysterious little boy appeared, and asked stubbornly. I “painted a sheep for him. He is
a prince, pure, melancholy, from an unknown asteroid in the solar system, loves to ask
questions, but never answers questions of others. In the conversation, the secret of the
little prince gradually unveiled. He was sent away because of his emotional entanglement
with his beautiful and proud roses. He roamed among the stars and visited the planet of
the king, the conceited, the drunkard, the merchant, the lighter and the geographer, and
finally landed on the earth, trying to find a cure for loneliness and pain.
In Le Petit Prince, I learned a responsibility called “domestic.” If you tame me, it will be as
if the sun came to shine on my life . I shall know the sound of a step that will be different
from all the others. Send me hurrying back underneath the ground. Yours will call me, like
music, out of my burrow. And then look: you see the grain-fields down yonder? I do not
ea t bread. Wheat is of no use to me. Wheat fields have nothing to say to me. And that is
sad. But you have hair that is the colour of gold. Think how wonderful that will be when
you have tamed me! The grain, which is also golden, will bring me bac k The thought of
you. And I shall love to listen to the wind in the wheat...”
But in the end, the Le Petit Prince left the fox, he said: “Then it has done you no good
at all!” “It has done me good because of the color of the wheat fields.” We will lose at
the same time we get, but When we “build a relationship” with something, it is no
longer important to get and lose. The important thing is to treat with a peace of mind,
no matter whether the ending is happy or sad, at least we still have the color of wheat.
From the words of Le Petit Prince, we can perceive that everything has its surface and
authenticity. Many times, we only see the superficial things and ignore the inner meaning.
Le Petit Prince remembered the words of the fox: It is only with the heart that one
can see rightly; what is essential is invisible to the eye. So he said: “The stars are
beautiful, because of a flower that cannot be seen.””What Make the desert beautiful
is that somewhere it hides a well...” Ah, Le Petit Prince’s heart is very rich. A lot of
things, because we can’t see them with the naked eye, are mysterious. In fact, getting
these is so simple, only need a heart full of love.
There is too much imagination in this article, and there are too many interesting meanings.
Maybe I didn’t read it, maybe I can’t read because of the age limit. Please read “Little
Prince”, you will find that life is no longer depressed, boring, but the most important thing
is that you have to leave a worldly vision and maintain a childish innocence. No one stays
in childhood forever, but we can always keep a pure childlike heart.
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